Seito Intelligent Management App

Just using Seito Intelligent Management System App installed in your smartphone, you are able to get real-time sales data of all restaurants, including different types of reports. In addition, sales data will be provided in different kinds of formats, such as grouping by departments or by time periods. Now you can grasp all sales data wherever you are.

With Seito Intelligent Management System App, business data can be easily grasped!

Features:
- Supports both iOS and Android based smart phone
- Supports different languages including English, Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese etc.
- Uses browser to login system to setup staff information
- Must have ID and password to login mobile app to avoid inappropriate use
- Shows sales data in various formats, such as grouping by departments, by categories, by items or by time periods etc.
- Provides versatile reports, such as sales report and transaction report and so on
- Supports to show staff attendance record and CCTV image

Benefits:
- No need to purchase extra equipment to use the App
- Convenient to users to select favourite language
- Easy and fast to set up App users
- Provides appropriate protection on important sales data
- Reviews information in easy way with clear grouping of data
- Easy to have more business data for analysis and making decision
- Able to get more useful information and understand the business status better
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